Elements of Design -Tonal Value
In art, lights and darks, and the tones in between, are referred to as value or tonal value. Color can enhance and
enrich a visual statement, but any subject can be beautifully expressed and designed with values alone.
Paintings and drawings benefit greatly from the careful placement of tonal values. They can be used

naturalistically to describe form with light and shadow patterns, or arbitrarily with no reference to form or
specific subject matter.

Thumbnails or small value pattern studies are a very useful aid in planning the allocation of values in a painting.

Thumbnail sketches

Tonal studies on toned paper

Most paintings and drawings will be overall middle tones with some lights and darks in different quantities.
However, the picture will be a more interesting rectangle if variety in the values is present. Even after deciding
where to allocate the lights, middle tones, and darks in the painting, varieties in the lights, in the middle tones
and in the darks can be made without changing their identity or merging one into the other.

Tonal Value Scale
Also, one of the areas must maintain dominance, or the result is discord. A dominant pattern creates unity. The
dominance will also determine the key of the overall picture, whether it will be read as high key, (light), middle

key, or low key, (dark). The choice of a key (or value chord), is of course contingent upon the best expression of
the subject matter. A predominance of dark areas creates an atmosphere of mystery, gloom, drama or menace
whereas a composition that is basically light will produce quite the opposite effect .
Chiaroscuro refers to the technique of representation that makes forceful use of contrasting lights and darks
resulting in very low key works, e.g paintings by Rembrandt and Caravaggio
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